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TOWARDS ZERO CARBON DEVELOPMENT 
This practice note provides advice on the implementation of Bristol Local Plan 
policies for sustainability, climate change and resilience. By following the guidance 
in this note, developers can ensure their proposals meet local plan requirements 
for delivering sustainable buildings. 

The council has declared a climate emergency and Bristol has committed, in the 
One City Plan, to becoming carbon neutral and climate resilient by 2030. This 
requires that we act now to reduce direct and indirect carbon emissions to net zero 
and prepare and adapt to deal with the projected impacts of climate change. The 
council is implementing a range of measures, including this practice note, which 
will secure reduced emissions. 

In 2019, we consulted on an update to the Bristol Local Plan1 and proposed a 
number of new and revised policies which, if adopted, will ensure that all new 
development in the city helps us to meet these objectives.  

Until a new local plan is adopted, the current Bristol Local Plan’s policies expect 
development proposals in Bristol to deliver energy efficient buildings with reduced 
emissions. This practice note has been updated to ensure that new development 
makes the best contribution it can to the city’s longer term aims within the 
requirements of the current local plan policies. 

Developers should aim to exceed the requirements of the current local plan 
policies. Where development proposals go beyond the standards required by the 
current local plan, the benefits of such an approach can be taken into account as a 
material consideration when planning applications are decided. 

For more information on the city’s approach see the One City Climate Strategy. 

 

  

                                                           
1 Local Plan review March 2019. See draft policies CCS1 to CCS5. 
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DM27  Layout and Form 

Requires development to make efficient use of land, and includes a requirement 
for development to respond appropriately to local climatic conditions. 

DM29 Design of New Buildings 

Requires new buildings to be designed to a high quality standard, and sets 
requirements relating to solar orientation, adaptability, green infrastructure and 
the use of high quality, durable and sustainable materials. 

 

BCAP20  Sustainable design standards in city centre developments 

Complements BCS15 by setting a BREEAM standard for development within 
Bristol City Centre. 

BCAP21 Connection to heat networks in city centre developments 

Requires development in the central area that would require heating, to explore 
opportunities to share or source heat resources with adjoining development or to 
connect to existing district heating networks.  

BCAP25  Green infrastructure in city centre developments 

Sets out a specific requirement for the inclusion of green infrastructure in both 
the landscaping and as an integral part of building design, to help adapt to the 
effects of climate change including the impact of overheating and surface water 
run-off, which is of particular relevance to city centre developments. 

 

Chapter 2 of this practice note addresses general principles around implementation of these 
policies. Chapters 3 to 6 deal in more detail with individual topics. 

The list of policies included in this note is not exhaustive and other sustainability issues are 
addressed through the broader suite of local plan policies and should be taken into account 
in planning applications. For example provision of electric vehicle charging points is 
addressed in policy DM23 of the Site Allocations and Development Management Policies.  
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to make the best use of solar for the generation of heat or power, a development will 
require south-facing roof slopes. 

The Sustainability Statement and related drawings must therefore be provided prior to an 
application being determined. Planning conditions cannot be used to defer the identification 
of such measures to a later stage when other aspects of the layout and design have already 
been determined. 

Once a satisfactory Sustainability Statement has been received, planning conditions will be 
used to ensure that the measures set out in that statement are delivered through the final 
detailed design and on the ground. Appendix 4 of this practice note sets out model 
conditions that may be used at this stage. 

2.3. Exceptions to the requirements 
The requirement for a Sustainability Statement only applies to applications for planning 
permission. It does not apply to applications under any other consent regime, e.g. 
applications for listed building consent or advertisement consent, applications for 
certificates of lawfulness or prior approvals under the General Permitted Development 
Order. 

Many of the policy requirements of BCS13-16 cannot readily be applied to the following 
types of planning application, which will therefore also be exempt from the requirement to 
produce a Sustainability Statement: 

1. “Householder” applications for alterations and extensions to dwelling houses. 
 

2. Alterations and extensions to existing non-residential buildings, including: 
• Extensions of up to 10% additional gross internal floor space, to a maximum 

of 250m². 
 

3. External works where no additional floor space is being created, such as: 
• New air-conditioning units; 
• New shop fronts; 
• New windows. 

 
4. Applications for planning permission proposing a “change of use” only (unless over 

1,000m² floor space). 
 
The exemption for changes of use is only offered to proposals that involve no 
increase in floor space or subdivision of units. For example: 

 

• An application that sought only to change the use of a retail unit from a shop 
to an office, potentially including some external works e.g. a new shopfront 
would be exempt. 

• An application that sought both to change the use of a retail unit from a 
shop to an office and also to extend the premises by more than 10% or 
250m² would not be exempt. 

• An application that proposed the conversion of a house to two flats or the 
conversion of an office block to multiple units of student housing would not 
be exempt. 
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would not be expected to include the strategic infrastructure needed to 
expand the heat network on a neighbourhood or larger scale. 

An exception to this rule is in respect of water management, where an improvement 
to the existing levels of surface water runoff will normally be sought. 
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opportunities, with detailed calculations showing the CO2 emission savings achieved. The 
proposed measures should be shown on the application drawings, in order to provide 
certainty that they can be accommodated in the design, and to allow an assessment of how 
well they have been integrated into the proposed design.  

 

To demonstrate compliance with policy BCS14, an energy strategy must clearly identify the 
CO2 emissions of the development for each stage of the energy hierarchy, addressing each of 
the following steps:  

1. Model buildings to comply with current building regulations Part L, and predict 
regulated CO2 emissions. For residential development, this is achieved using the 
Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP)8. For non-residential development, this is 
achieved using a standard model known as SBEM9. 

2. Reduce energy consumption by amending the design to include additional energy 
efficiency measures to exceed the energy requirements of Building Regulations10. 
This includes, where appropriate, connection to a heat network and the use of CHP. 

3. Recalculate the predicted CO2 emissions to take account of these additional energy 
efficiency measures – the result being the “residual emissions” for the development 
referred to in policy BCS14. 

4. Consider appropriate renewable energy technologies for the site. Decide on the mix 
of renewable energy technologies to be used, and calculate the resulting savings in 
CO2 emissions, to offset at least 20% of the residual emissions11. 

The applicant should clearly set out in the energy strategy, cross-referenced to the 
application drawings where appropriate, the measures to be incorporated.  

A standard template along with technical guidance for how to demonstrate compliance with 
Policy BCS14 is set out at Appendix 1 of this practice note. The energy strategy should 
include a summary of SAP (for residential) or SBEM (for non-residential) calculations to 
quantify the baseline and residual emissions. 

3.2.2. Energy efficiency 
Minimising energy use through design needs to be factored in from the beginning of the 
design process. Bristol City Council strongly encourages the use of fabric and other energy 
efficiency measures to reduce the requirement for heat and power in line with a ‘fabric first’ 
approach, and the application of the energy hierarchy. As set out in section 4.2 of this 
practice note, this can include consideration of Passivhaus or other standards for residential 
and non-residential buildings to minimise energy demand.  

Designing a shell and then considering how to meet the energy requirements means that 
opportunities will be lost - for example making use of the orientation of new buildings to 

                                                           
8  
9  
10 This can include savings achieved through the use of CHP systems but not savings from the use of 
renewable fuel sources to power those CHP systems. 
11 This can include the use of renewable fuel sources to power CHP systems. 

The energy strategy is only required to address regulated emissions. Regulated CO2 
emissions include those which arise from heating and lighting within the development as 
controlled by Building Regulations. They do not include the emissions resulting from the use 
of appliances by the occupiers of the development. 
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schemes.  In the case of biomass CHP, storage and access routes for delivery and plant 
maintenance should be shown on drawings and an Air Quality Assessment included with the 
application. 

In energy strategies, the use of gas powered CHP is treated as an energy efficiency measure. 

If powered by renewable fuels, the use of CHP is treated both as an energy efficiency 
measure and as a renewable energy measure. 

District heating 
Policy BCS14 requires that within Heat Priority Areas (as identified in the Core Strategy), 
major developments connect to existing heat networks where available. Where a network is 
not available major developments within Heat Priority Areas should incorporate 
infrastructure to connect to district heating networks in the future where feasible. Within 
central Bristol these requirements are further emphasised by policy BCAP21. 

Within the Heat Priority Area applicants should: 

• Download the Bristol City Council Heat Networks Connection Pack, parts 1 and 2 
(available here: https://w ). 

• Contact Bristol City Council Energy Services team (info@energyservicebristol.co.uk ) 
to discuss how much heat will be required, and the ‘heat-on’ date, that is when heat 
will be required.  Energy Services will confirm whether the council will be able to 
provide a connection by the time the development is occupied, either via a heat 
network or interim heat plant. 

When designing for connection at day one, applicants should: 

• Design heating and water systems in accordance with guidance in the CIBSE Heat 
Networks CP1 Code of Practice and the Connection Pack (Parts 1 and 2) to ensure 
that the system is designed to reduce flow and return temperatures, minimise heat 
losses and maximise efficiency of the building/development to which heat is being 
supplied and the network as a whole.   

Where the council confirms that it will be able to provide a connection within one year, 
heating systems should be designed to enable a future connection to a heat network. In 
these cases the applicant should: 

• Ensure that the development is designed in accordance with the CIBSE and BCC 
guidance as above and in such a way that connection can be made with minimal 
disruption. 

• Ensure that internal and external connection routes between the development and 
heat network have been identified, are feasible and safe guarded.  

• Ensure that the proposed design of the heating and hot water system including the 
plant room has been discussed and agreed with Bristol City Council’s Energy Services 
Team. 

• Provide contact details of the person(s) responsible for energy provision, for the 
purpose of engagement over future connection to a network 

Where the council cannot provide a connection to a heat network within one year, the 
development should instead be designed to meet one of the other options on the heat 
hierarchy set out in policy BCS14. 

The effective use of heat networks can contribute significantly to energy efficiency of new 
development. Appendix 2 sets out the latest position on Bristol’s growing heat networks and 
provides further guidance on the use of heat networks as part of an energy strategy. 
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island effect is most pronounced and where existing green infrastructure is limited, and 
which are most exposed to climate change impacts.  

Given the tight urban grain and high density of development within the city centre and the 
ambitious levels of growth proposed for the area by the Core Strategy, the opportunities for 
additional major green infrastructure assets are limited. Therefore, as identified in the 
Bristol Central Area Plan, the integration of green infrastructure within new development in 
the city centre should be prioritised in order to enhance and reinforce the area’s existing 
green infrastructure assets and manage risk of surface water flooding and exacerbating the 
urban heat island effect.  

Green Roof Design Considerations 

Green and brown roofs and other building integrated green infrastructure can offer a range 
of benefits including attenuation of surface water run-off, improved micro-climate, energy 
conservation and carbon reduction, enhanced biodiversity, visual enhancement, amenity 
and health, noise attenuation, food production, and the extension of roof life. Combining 
green/brown roofs with solar photovoltaic (PV) panels can enhance the power production of 
the PV units17. Green roof installation can also assist in attaining credits for sustainability 
standards such as BREEAM. 

It is recommended that green/brown roofs are incorporated and designed in such a way as 
to maximise the benefits that are most relevant to a specific building or location (e.g. the 
location may be vulnerable to surface water flooding or identified as a potential opportunity 
to provide brownfield habitats or enhance a wildlife corridor), and to maximise 
multifunctional benefits. 

The level of maintenance required for a green/brown roof will vary, with intensive park-like 
roofs designed for recreational purposes tending to require a higher level of maintenance. 
Semi-intensive roofs may require periodic maintenance depending on the planting, and 
there are examples where very little maintenance is required. Extensive green/brown roofs 
which are typically designed to provide a visual or biodiversity interest are generally low 
maintenance18. Biodiverse brown roofs would typically require 1-3 visits per year in order to 
manage the habitat19. 

The provision of living (green/brown) roofs is recommended which feature mounds and 
troughs with an overall substrate depth of at least 10 cm and mounds which are at least 20 
cm high to provide refuges for invertebrates during dry spells.  A combination of planted and 
unplanted (bare) areas is valuable for invertebrates. Features for invertebrates such as log 
piles, coils of rope, sand piles and stone mounds and areas of wildflower meadow are 
valuable for biodiversity.  Sedum roofs have limited value for wildlife and are not 
recommended.  

Further information on the benefits and design of green roofs can be found at 
and . The most 

appropriate specification should be determined in consultation with BCC Bristol City 
Council’s biodiversity, sustainability and flood risk officers.  

ICT 
Policy BCS15 requires new homes and workplaces to include the provision of high speed 
broadband access and enable provision of Next Generation broadband. The council’s 

                                                           
17  
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A BREEAM assessment should be undertaken wherever feasible. Where an applicant is of 
the view that a BREEAM assessment cannot be applied to a scheme then this should be 
agreed with the council, seeking input from BRE where necessary23. 

BCS 15 requires a BREEAM Communities assessment to be undertaken for super-major 
developments. BREEAM Communities is used for very large residential, non-residential and 
mixed-use developments, and due to the scale at which it is applied has a wider scope to 
include issues such as community and stakeholder involvement and place making. It is 
designed to work with the planning process, so that submissions can be made at outline and 
at reserved matters stages and provides a framework through which the applicant can 
demonstrate that core planning policies of the NPPF have been addressed. The assessor can 
be part of the design team, however where this is not the case an external assessor should 
be appointed in a timely manner to maximise their input. A full list of licenced assessors can 
be sourced from GreenBookLive24. 

BREEAM Communities comprises 3 steps:  

• Step 1: Establishing the principle of development 
• Step 2: Determining the layout of the development  
• Step 3: Designing the details 

Each of these steps comprises a number of assessment topics with associated credits. The 
applicant should agree with the council which steps and credits are to be considered at 
which stage of the planning process.  

BREEAM Communities is aimed at integrating sustainable design into the master planning 
process at the site-wide scale. The expectation is therefore that an interim certificate along 
with an interim report will be submitted with any Outline Planning Application, and final 
certification is to be secured by way of a planning condition.  

4.2.3. Other Sustainability Standards 
There are a number of assessment and ratings schemes available that can assist applicants 
and design teams in integrating sustainability into the design of residential buildings. These 
include but are not limited to: 

• Passivhaus 
• Home Quality Mark (HQM) 
• Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 
• AECB Carbonlite Programme 

Current national policy means that Local Authorities cannot require additional technical 
standards from residential development. However, applicants may elect to apply these 
standards for a wide range of reasons including: 

• To meet Corporate Social Responsibility targets and standards. 
• To reduce life-cycle costs of a building including for example energy bills. 
• To differentiate themselves in the marketplace. 
• To demonstrate the high quality of their homes and give homebuyers confidence in 

the standards of development and cost-effectiveness of their running. 

                                                           
23 It should be noted that the BREEAM can be used to assess a wide range of developments including 
new construction, refurbishments and fit-outs, commercial, public multi-residential accommodation 
and other developments. BREEAM Guidance Note GN10 provides advice on assessing mixed use 
developments and multiple buildings (or units) of similar function. 
24  
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5. Flood Risk and Water Management  
Policy BCS16 requires development on sites at risk of flooding to be resilient to flooding 
through design and layout.  

Policy BCS16 also includes requirements that are applicable to all new development, not just 
development on sites at risk of flooding. This includes a requirement for a water 
management strategy as part of the Sustainability Statement for minor developments, or a 
Sustainable Drainage Strategy for major developments. Details of how to undertake an 
adequate Sustainable Drainage Strategy is set out in the West of England Sustainable 
Drainage Developers Guide25. Guidance for completing the water management strategy is 
covered in the minor development section of the West of England Guide Bristol Section 226.  

5.1. Flood Resilience  
New development in Bristol should be directed where possible to areas with the lowest risk 
of flooding, taking into account the impact of climate change. Policy BCS16 requires the 
application of a Sequential Test (and where required an Exception Test) on the basis of the 
climate change flood zones as set out in Bristol’s Strategic Flood Risk Assessment. The 
council’s Flood Risk Sequential Test Practice Note (August 2013)27 provides guidance on 
meeting these requirements. 

Flood mitigation measures should be outlined as required in Flood Risk Assessments and/or 
Sustainable Drainage Strategies submitted with applications for planning permission. These 
measures can include onsite works, offsite works or a contribution to offsite works secured 
through planning obligations. Measures can include: 

• Green areas set aside for sacrifice to occasional flooding;  
• Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS); 
• Landscaping to divert and retain floodwater in ponds, swales or rills;  
• Bunds at the perimeter of development;  
• Impermeable boundary walls, fences and gates;  
• Sizing rainwater goods to contain high volumes of rainwater;  
• Specification of low permeability materials;  

Flood resilient design and construction solutions which can be integrated into developments 
and buildings include:  

• Raising the floor levels or ground level of development (note: care is needed with 
this approach as it may conflict with policies to promote accessibility and active 
street frontages or increase flood risk elsewhere);  

• Flood resilient fittings – e.g. tiling for floors and ground level walls;  
• Fixing points for flood shuttering;  
• Locating services – e.g. electrical sockets – at a higher than usual position above 

floor level.  

Provision should also be made for safe access to and egress from the development in the 
event of a flood.  

The measures proposed will, in most cases, be assessed in consultation with the 
Environment Agency.  
                                                           
25 https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/34524/West+of+England+sustainable+drainage+developer+guide+section+1/ 
26 https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/34524/West%20of%20England%20Sustainable%20Drainage%20Developers%20Guide%20Section%202%20Bristol%20-%20SuDS%20Design%20Guide.pdf 
27 https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/34524/Flood%20Risk%20Sequential%20Test%20Practice%20Note%20(August%202013).pdf 
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• Waterless urinals;  
• Leak detection.  

Using harvested rainwater for washing machines and WCs has a double benefit of reducing 
runoff and consumption of potable water.  

The written ministerial statement of 25th March 2015 on housing standards28 stated that, 
where there is an existing plan policy which references the Code for Sustainable Homes, 
Local Planning Authorities may continue to apply a requirement for a water efficiency 
standard equivalent to the new national technical standard. This is set through Building 
Regulations Approved Document G which introduces an optional requirement that dwellings 
are designed so that their estimated average water consumption is no more than 110 litres 
per person per day. Therefore, under policy BCAP20 of the Bristol Central Area Plan, which 
references the Code for Sustainable Homes, major development within Bristol City Centre is 
expected to achieve a water efficiency standard of no more than 110 litres per person per 
day as required by Building Regulations Approved Document G. 

5.4. West of England Sustainable Drainage Developer Guide 
In line with changes to the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), Bristol City Council 
has produced the West of England Sustainable Drainage Developer Guide in partnership with 
other West of England authorities and Somerset County Council. The NPPF expects all Major 
Developments, as well as Minor Developments in areas at risk of flooding to utilise 
Sustainable Drainage (SuDS), and this guide demonstrates the guidance to follow as part of 
applying for planning permission with respect to flood risk management and incorporating 
SuDS. 

Developments which fall under the above criteria will need to submit the relevant 
documents to satisfy the Lead Local Flood Authority development checklist and demonstrate 
that they have provided the most sustainable option for draining of the site.  

Discussions with Bristol City Council at any early stage to establish a suitable Sustainable 
Drainage Strategy is recommended and can help developers to keep capital costs for 
drainage at a minimum and prevent delays in the planning process. The Flood Risk 
Management team would welcome discussions regarding flood risk management and 
drainage concerns and can be contacted at: flood.data@bristol.gov.uk 

 

 

                                                           
28 https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/planning-update-march-2015 
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• Accessible external space should be provided wherever possible, whether private 
(balconies, courtyards, gardens) or public (landscaped squares, community gardens, 
greenways). 

• External spaces should include an element of shade through measures such as trees, 
canopies and awnings. Access to these spaces is particularly important during heat 
waves.  

Built form 
• Dynamic thermal modelling techniques used together with design standards such as 

CIBSE TM52 can be used to inform the design and ensure that comfortable internal 
temperatures can be maintained when external temperatures are high for a long 
period (with reference to UKCIP projections and changes anticipated during the 
lifetime of the building). 

• Buildings and spaces for people in high-risk groups (e.g. the elderly, those suffering 
from chronic and severe illness, plus those with an inability to adapt behaviour to 
keep cool) will need additional measures to keep cool during a heatwave. This is 
particularly relevant for the following buildings: 

o Care homes and nursing homes; 
o GP surgeries, clinics and hospitals; 
o Nurseries and schools; 
o Social housing/high density/high-rise housing; 
o Temporary accommodation such as bedsits and hostels. 

Applicants should consider the following measures to ensure the building is resilient to 
future climate change. 

• The placement of thermal mass to provide a thermal buffer and provide passive 
cooling.  

• Heating systems which can be configured to also provide cooling (e.g. ground source 
and air source heat pumps) can be considered to avoid the use of air conditioning. 

• Living walls and green roofs should be considered in order to cool and shade 
buildings. 

• Tall buildings are more challenging to ventilate, particularly where single aspect 
accommodation is included. Sufficient internal space should be provided to mitigate 
this, particularly in relation to floor to ceiling height. 

• Openable windows should be provided, and where possible should be designed to 
be left open for ventilation, and to allow for night time purging without 
compromising security. 

• The use of mechanical ventilation to reduce heat loss in the winter, and provide 
summer ventilation.  

• Opportunities to create external spaces, with appropriate shading and passive 
cooling suitable for use during heat waves. 

• In certain circumstances, provision of a ‘cool room’ may be necessary to 
accommodate more vulnerable occupants. This can be a room in the ground floor or 
basement of the north side of the building, or a room with supplementary low-
carbon cooling and ventilation systems. 

6.2. Conserving water supplies and minimising the risk and impact of 
flooding 

Increased temperatures, changes in rainfall patterns and more frequent extreme weather 
events pose a number of risks to development in respect of water supplies and flooding: 
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1. Summary table 
The summary table should be supported by a written explanation of the measures proposed 
and a full set of calculations as set out under “Detailed Measures” below. Where relevant, 
the proposed measures should also be shown on the application drawings. 

  Regulated 
Energy Demand 
(kW/yr) 

Regulated 
CO2 
emissions 
(kgCO2/yr) 

CO2 saved % CO2 
reduction 

Baseline energy demand and emissions  
Building Regulations Part L compliance 
(equivalent to the Target Emissions Rate 
TER for new build, or building regulations 
compliant BER for existing buildings) 

  A     

Proposed scheme after energy efficiency 
measures 

  B A-B (A-B)/A x 100 

Proposed scheme after energy efficiency 
measures and CHP (if suitable for the 
development) or non-renewable district 
heating – ‘residual emissions’ 

  C B-C (B-C)/B x 100 

Proposed scheme after renewables   D C-D (C-D)/C x 100 

[THIS MUST BE 
AT LEAST 20% 
TO COMPLY 
WITH BCS14] 

Total CO2 reduction beyond baseline 
emissions 

    A-D (A-D)/A x 100 
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2.3 On-site renewables 

Set out what renewable energy sources have been incorporated into the proposed 
development and the resulting estimated annual yield (kWh). 

This can include emission savings from the use of renewable fuels to power CHP. 

Renewable power – enter the total installed capacity (kW)  

Renewable power – enter the estimated annual yield (kWh) from renewable 
measures generating electricity  

(where available apply recognised standard methodologies such as the 
Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS) methodology for Solar PV) 

 

Renewable heat – enter the total installed capacity (kW)  

Renewable heat – enter the estimated annual yield (kWh) from renewable 
measures generating heat  

 

 

2.4 Allowable solutions 

Where the full requirements of policy BCS14 cannot feasibly delivered on-site, and an 
alternative approach has been agreed with the planning authority, set out any further 
savings that will be achieved together with a description of the agreed allowable solution. 

Additional saving on residual emissions from allowable solutions (kgCO2 pa)  

Total savings on residual emissions from renewables and allowable solutions 
(%) 
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solution. Where appropriate, this may be provided by the heat network operator (e.g. Bristol 
City Council). 

In industrial areas such as Avonmouth, opportunities may exist for developments to 
generate and export waste heat to an existing or future planned network. Where this is the 
case, it is encouraged that development is designed to allow the supply of heat to existing or 
future district heating networks. 

Depending on the density, heat demand, profile of the heat demand and mix of 
development, it may not always be appropriate to connect to a heat network31. All major 
development should consider the potential to connect to a network or, if the developer has 
found none in the vicinity, implement an onsite heat network.  

In some circumstances it may be appropriate for smaller developments to connect to an 
existing heat network. Therefore, where such developments are located close to the 
network, applicants should work with the council to determine whether a connection is 
feasible and viable. 

Development connecting to a heat network will need to demonstrate in their application 
that they will meet the connection requirements of the heat network operator – for example 
the BCC heat network operator requires that developers adhere to the Heat Network 
Connection Pack Parts 1 and 232. The guidance is designed to ensure that the heat network 
and the ‘secondary system’ (inside the development) both operate as efficiently as possible 
with minimal heat losses and incidental heat gains. Ensuring the heat distribution systems 
(within buildings) are designed to minimise flow and return temperatures is critical to this.  

All BCC operated networks will be designed in line with the Heat Networks: Code of Practice 
for the UK33, which sets minimum standards for the design of heat networks, with the aim of 
ensuring that the network operates effectively and meets client and customer expectations. 
Unless otherwise agreed with the network operator, developers are encouraged to ensure 
the designs accord with the CIBSE Code of Practice and particularly sections relating to the 
network connection and building integrated infrastructure. This will be a requirement for 
developments proposing to connect to a BCC operated network. 

Charges for connecting to heat networks operated by Bristol City Council 
Bristol City Council charges developers a fee for connecting to its heat network. Information 
on the charging structure and costs is set out in the Connection Pack. The connection fee will 
be no more than 90% of the cost that would have been incurred by the developer to supply 
heat had a heat network not been available (the avoided cost). 

Accounting for connection to heat networks in energy strategy calculations 
If designed well, heat networks can deliver heat very efficiently and reduce the carbon 
emissions of a development by making use of low carbon, renewable and waste heat. A 
lower carbon heat network will reduce residual emissions and subsequently the amount of 
renewables required to comply with policy BCS14. 

Heat networks may be taken into account in the energy calculations where there is an 
agreement in place to connect the development to the heat network prior to occupation, or 

                                                           
31 The general rule of thumb for heat density in district heating schemes is 50 dwellings per hectare 
(dph), although some schemes have been viable with lower dph. 
32 Available  
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Appendix 3 Renewable technologies for building and development 
type 
It is crucial that for each project, the effectiveness and appropriateness of renewable and 
low carbon sources is fully assessed. The energy generating technology selected must fit the 
use, type and scale of development in order to achieve the greatest reduction in energy 
consumption and carbon emissions.  

The following table identifies the suitability of renewable and low carbon technologies to 
different types and scales of development, with further design considerations set out in the 
text that follows. Planning applications should demonstrate that the proposals for 
renewable energy have factored in this information. In addition to the generic design 
considerations detailed below, applicants should also be mindful that there may be other 
site specific factors that could affect the suitability of a technology on a particular site, and 
should be taken into account when considering which technology is most appropriate, for 
example listed building status. 

In the case of all renewable energy technologies, a planning condition will be imposed 
requiring the submission of a detailed specification to demonstrate that the proposed 
technology has been fully incorporated within the detailed design and is capable of 
delivering the predicted emissions savings. 

Technology Building 
characteristics 

Uses Scale 

Photovoltaic panels Roof facing east to 
west (through 
south) and not 
overshadowed at 
any point, flat roof 
or pitched around 
30 to 40 degrees. 

All uses. Especially 
suitable where there 
is a day-time 
demand for power, 
e.g. extensive IT use 
and / or lighting as 
in offices, schools, 
and industrial units. 

Compatible with 
Passivhaus 
approach. 

All scales. 

 

Solar thermal Roof faces east to 
west (through 
south), hot water 
tank needed (not 
usually compatible 
with combi boilers). 

All uses. 

Compatible with 
Passivhaus 
approach. 

All scales.  Can be 
used with other fuel 
source to pre-heat 
water and so reduce 
fuel consumption. 

Air source heat 
pumps 

Sited on external 
walls, or roof space. 
Relatively space 
efficient. 

Any. Any, may be used in 
single units, and to 
provide ‘community 
heating’ in low and 
high rise buildings. 
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Appearance and volume of storage need to be considered in sensitive locations, and 
applicants should consider the frequency of deliveries and any potential impact on nearby 
residents.  Arrangements for regular management and maintenance should also be 
considered.  

A secure and sustainable supply of fuel will need to be guaranteed, and in doing so the 
source and transportation distances should be considered so as to minimise emissions from 
transport. The Citywide Energy Study includes a map of fuel sources within 40km of Bristol 
and the Westwoods Woodfuels South West project34 acts as a broker, connecting woodfuel 
suppliers with customers and managing the Woodsure quality standard for woodfuel. 

The use of biomass has the potential to impact on air quality, and consultation with the 
Bristol City Council air quality officer should take place to determine whether it is suitable 
for the location. An Air Quality Assessment should be submitted. The use of high quality 
assured fuel, specific to the requirements of the boiler is essential to ensure efficient 
operation and compliance with air quality requirements. Fuel should be supplied according 
to a recognised quality assurance scheme such as Woodsure35.  The Biomass Suppliers List 
(BSL) is administered by Gemserv on behalf of the Department for Business, Energy and 
Industrial Strategy (BEIS; formerly DECC). It is a list of Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) eligible 
woodfuels. 

In energy strategies, the use of biomass to power heating, hot water or a CHP system is 
treated as a renewable energy measure. 

Ground source heat pumps 
Ground source heat pumps extract solar energy from the ground36 through pipes laid in 
horizontal trenches or vertical boreholes. The pipes can serve one building, or multiple 
buildings. 

The heat pump is used to raise the temperature of this heat for distribution through the 
building. Heat pumps are particularly well suited to buildings which are well insulated with 
low heat loss and good thermal efficiency. They require a low temperature heat distribution 
system such as under-floor heating, or low temperature radiators to work efficiently.  

Vertical borehole systems may be more appropriate to implement at high density, because 
of the space needed for horizontal systems. In either case the ground over the pipes can be 
landscaped and used as amenity space. The ground conditions need to be surveyed for 
suitability, and for constraints such as archaeology. At planning stage a desktop survey is 
sufficient. 

As heat pumps are operated differently to other forms of heating, it is essential that users 
are provided with appropriate guidance and advice on how to use the system to achieve 
greatest efficiency and comfort.  

In energy strategies, the use of heat pumps is treated as a renewable energy measure. 

Air source heat pumps 
These are fitted to individual buildings and work in a similar way to a refrigeration unit or air 
conditioning system. In this case the heat pump extracts heat from the air, and raises the 
temperature of this heat for use in the building. As with ground source heat pumps, air 

                                                           
34  

 
36 Unlike geothermal systems which extract geothermal heat from ground and usually at a much 
greater depth. 
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 PV systems are very sensitive to shading. A shadow cast on even a small part of the array 
can reduce the power output of the whole system, and the total amount of energy 
generated. When calculating the annual electricity generated for a PV system, applicants 
should apply the accepted industry standard to calculate the annual yield and account for 
any shading of the system- the standard estimation method, as set out in the MCS Guide to 
the Installation of Photovoltaic Systems. 

When installed they should be provided with prominent signage and readouts. 

In energy strategies, the use of photovoltaic panels is treated as a renewable energy 
measure. 

Wind 
Generally, wind turbines and building integrated wind turbines are not appropriate for urban 
areas. This is because wind speeds tend to be lower in built up areas and buildings, trees and 
other obstructions increase the variability in the flow and direction of the wind which 
reduces the efficiency and ‘yield’ of the turbine.   

Where considered viable, potential noise and flicker need to be considered, and impact on 
wildlife.  

In energy strategies, the use of wind turbines is treated as a renewable energy measure. 
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Renewable energy – where further detail is required  
Prior to implementation, details of the proposed PV system including location, dimensions, 
design/ technical specification together with calculation of annual energy generation 
(kWh/annum) and associated reduction in residual CO2 emissions shall be provided within 
the Energy Statement.   

Prior to occupation the following information shall be provided: 

• Evidence of the PV system as installed including exact location, technical 
specification and projected annual energy yield (kWh/year) e.g. a copy of the MCS 
installer’s certificate.  

• A calculation showing that the projected annual yield of the installed system is 
sufficient to reduce residual CO2 emissions by X%/the percentage shown in the 
approved Energy Statement.  

Reason: To ensure that the development contributes to mitigating and adapting to climate 
change and to meeting targets to reduce carbon dioxide emissions 

Advisory note 

The projected annual yield and technical details of the installed system will be provided by 
the Micro-generation Certification Scheme (MCS) approved installer.  

The impact of shading on the annual yield of the installed PV system (the Shading Factor) 
should be calculated by an MCS approved installer using the Standard Estimation Method 
presented in the MCS guidance. 

 

BREEAM  
Prior to occupation the following information shall be submitted to the local planning 
authority and approved in writing: 

The full BREEAM Post Construction report prepared by the registered BREEAM assessor 
together with confirmation that this has been submitted to the BRE (including dates/ receipt 
confirmation email from the BRE) shall be submitted 

A letter of confirmation from the BREEAM assessor confirming any known reasons why the 
building may not be able to achieve the credits and rating indicated in the final BREEAM post 
construction report. 

Within 3 months of first occupation the final post construction BREEAM certificate(s) 
indicating that a BREEAM ‘Excellent’ rating has been achieved shall be submitted to the local 
planning authority and approved in writing. 

Reason: To ensure the development is built in a sustainable manner in accordance with 
BCS15 (Sustainable design and construction), and BCAP20 (Sustainable design standards). 





 

 

 
 

 




